
Multiply Student Engagement and
Growth With Multiplayer.

Students Are Better with BlueStreak.

Tailored, but together.
Every student in the multi-player platform works at their own math level but competes as equals in the 

gaming aspect. 

Promotes deliberate practice.
Math Fact Fluency is only attainable with iterations of deliberate practice which is why a dynamic 

gaming environment is the perfect place to gain fluency. BlueStreak’s blended instruction of math skills 

and concepts using the new science of building student expertise, optimize skill practice routines, with 

“deliberate” or “engineered practice”. 

Built with a Social and Emotional (SEL) approach.
The main objectives are not just math-based. There are game-based obstacles, capturing the flag, 

avoiding asteroids and collecting diamonds. The multiplayer platform obstacles and objectives involve 

fellow students that require SEL skills like collaboration and strategic thinking. 

What we discovered...

Students that completed a post-test in at least one BlueStreak Math level had a mean RIT score growth (8.2 points) 
that was nearly double that of students that did not take a post-test in BlueStreak Math (4.5 points).

Not only did students in the lower percentile ranges that received a ADD 1 post-test score have observed growth that 
more than doubled students that did not obtain an ADD 1 post-test score, students in the higher percentile ranges 
that used BlueStreak Math also had higher growth than their peers.
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Win as a team, lose as a team...
Capture The Flag (CTF) promotes students to work 

as a team and develop strategies with their fellow 

players if they plan on getting the “W”. 

Play up to 8 students per round
Whether it’s head-to-head matchups, or rounds with a 

third of the class, friendly competition engages 

students in their quest to full math fact fluency.  

Master your math and keep all the gems
Fly around the universe collecting gems you can use 

to customize your character in the store. Get your 

math facts right, or you will blast everything you 

collected back into space.

Request extra facts for extra boost
Along with their automatic math fact every 12 

seconds, students are able to request on-demand 

facts to fill their energy bar for blazing speed.


